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Alarm.com Announces the Alarm.com Commercial Services Offering 

Leading interactive services platform expands security and automation offering for small to medium size 
businesses 

Vienna, VA – April 15, 2015 - Alarm.com, the leading platform for Interactive Security and Home Automation services, 
announced the Alarm.com Commercial offering today.  The newly enhanced commercial offering includes commercial grade 
panel partnerships, a commercial grade video surveillance solution, and a rich set of interactive services designed for the small 
to medium sized business customer. 

Alarm.com expands its line of commercial grade security panels with the integration of the DSC PowerSeries Neo Panel, giving 
customers the full array of interactive services. With the addition of Secure-i, a commercial video service utilizing leading 
cameras from Axis Communications, Alarm.com Dealers have access to a best in class commercial video surveillance solution, 
including 7x24 cloud recording. 

Alarm.com also significantly enhanced its interactive services with a complete solution that includes security, video, and 
automation services.  Designed specifically for the commercial segment, interactive services offer small to medium sized 
business customers new ways to remotely manage and secure their properties from anywhere. 

New features, such as open and close reporting, multi-site management, line security options, and business intelligence let 
business owners track location opening and closing, stay aware of unusual activity with instant alerts, and reduce operational 
costs with energy management features. 

"Just as interactive services revolutionized residential security and created more value for our dealer partners, we believe the 
commercial market can open new value propositions and growth opportunities," said Jeff Bedell, Alarm.com's Chief Strategy 
and Innovation Officer.  "Alarm.com optimized our services to address the unique challenges and opportunities faced by small 
to medium size business owners so they can better manage their locations, operate them more efficiently and keep them more 
secure." 

Secure-i, a leading cloud-based commercial video service from Alarm.com, provides a flexible video surveillance service.  The 
cloud-based service offers a more secure solution as well as easy access to live video and recorded history through the 
Secure-i mobile app, without the costs of acquiring and maintaining on-site storage hardware.  Secure-i can be delivered as a 
standalone offering to enhance the security and surveillance capability of any business. 

Alarm.com's Dealer Partners can now offer the unique benefits of interactive services and commercial video monitoring to a 
wide range of commercial customers.  To learn more, dealers and Dealer Partners can visit Alarm.com during ISC West in 
Titian 2302 at the Venetian. 

About Alarm.com 

Alarm.com is a leading cloud services technology platform for the Internet of Things, powering millions of homes and 
businesses and integrating tens of millions of connected devices.  Intelligent cloud services process billions of data points 
every year making homes and businesses safer, smarter and more efficient.  Alarm.com's award winning technology integrates 
a broad ecosystem of connected devices to deliver a unified experience through an intuitive mobile app.  Solutions are sold, 
installed and serviced exclusively through a network of Professional Service Providers.  For more information, please visit 
www.alarm.com. 

http://www.alarm.com/

